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Welcome to the adventure of discovering your Chaldean Numerology Comprehensive Report, written
specifically for you based on your birth name and your birthdate. As you begin to read through your report,
you will understand that this is an all-inclusive treatise of information about you, the real you, your life and
your aspirations.

To put your report into proper perspective, we begin with an introduction which is a brief overview of the
elements involved in the complexity of you discovering “yourself.” This introduction contains background
information designed to give you a basic understanding of how Numerology, life experiences, and your
blueprint effect your life.

Each one of us is born with a Life Blueprint that’s assigned at birth, also called a spiritual master plan,
that’s been kept a secret. The purpose of this blueprint is to help you understand the unique paths,
opportunities and gifts available to you in this lifetime. By understanding all of these aspects of your
blueprint, you will be more empowered to make positive life decisions and set goals that can change or
improve your life.

“A remarkable discovery linking the biblical alphabets of Hebrew and Arabic to modern
chemistry reveals that a lost code — a translatable alphabet — and a clue to the mystery

of our origins, has lived within us all along.”

Gregg Braden
Author of The God Code: The Secret of Our Past, the Promise of Our Future
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INTRODUCTION
Mathematics Used to Decipher Your Code

Numbers R U offers you a personalized, real-time GPS navigation tool to expedite the process of finding
and understanding yourself built on combining an ancient system of numbers, mathematics, and computer
technology. The ancient scholars, best known as Chaldean priest-scientists, used an alternative science they
developed as a mathematical formula to predict the future and to understand their people. The Chaldees in
the Babylonian Dynasty were credited with having introduced mathematics to the world so we know that
their formula was not only accurate but proven. It only stands to reason, then, that an ancient code requires
an ancient method to decipher the secrets.

Your name and birthdate “inked” onto your birth certificate form your foundational blueprint that has
remained hidden until now. Your life blueprint is generated using an ancient analytical algorithm capable of
revealing a life blueprint or owner’s manual unique to you. Originally discovered in 4004 BCE, this ancient
algorithm was newly rediscovered 30 years ago by Numbers R U, after decades of research and
experimentation.

Numbers are mankind’s oldest symbols and secret language, fundamental to measurement and abstract ideas.
Numbers are, for example, more practical than words, because all things evolve in cycles or mathematical
progressions, which are measurable and predictable.

Through technology, we are able to provide you with the understanding and acceptance of yourself and your
experiences by analyzing your architectural blueprint. This process delivers a road map that will offer you
guidance, identify your strengths, understand your challenges, and learn more about yourself, others,
relationships, compatibilities, finances and career, to make your journey much easier to travel in this
lifetime.
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If you cannot find happiness inside yourself first, you’ll never find it in the outside world or in relationships,
because no matter where you go, there you are. Learning to find inner contentment in any situation is the
essence of happiness.

Experiences from Childhood to Adulthood

How well an individual expresses their self is based on the cards each is dealt at birth but is influenced by a
child’s initial launching through their home environment, the structure and moral teachings of their parents,
their level of education and the breaks that one may or may not receive on the path of life. Your experiences
from childhood into adulthood will set the stage for your journey. This journey may be a bumpy road until
you fully understand yourself and the obstacles placed on your path from childhood for you to overcome.

Any challenge, loss or experience that shakes up your understanding of life, as you know it, should be
regarded as an opportunity for growth. Not everyone responds in a positive way or makes the most out of a
situation. It is your understanding and attitude toward life that determines what is to be gained from the
experience itself. It can be the beginning of your personal transformation into a higher realm of
consciousness when you discover “yourself” first.
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What Your Name and Birthdate Reveal

The algorithmic calculations from your name on your birth certificate and your birthdate form your
foundational life blueprint or owner’s manual.

Your name reveals your personal characteristics and traits (Soul Heart’s Desire, Personality, Purpose and
Soul Lessons you came in this life to experience) that equate to your behavior patterns. Your birthdate
reveals your development areas (Destiny/Intellect, Personal Years, Birthday Cycles, Challenges, and
Pinnacles) and are all considered permanent components for life.

The components that your name reveals are likely to change when you legally change your name, since those
characteristics are not permanent. Your Mid-Life Goal is also likely to change as it is a combination of your
name plus your birthdate calculated together. Each of these components will be explained in detail for you
in this report.
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Effects of a Name Change

If only it were understood how a legal name change could affect you, you might think twice before changing
your name. It is critical for you to know that the name as written on your “original” birth certificate is the
journey you were assigned at birth. When you change your name, you are most likely to change parts of that
journey without even knowing the consequences.

If you change your name for any reason, you are playing “pin-the-tail on the donkey” and it’s a 9-year
process for the new name to resonate 100% with you. After nine years, your new name then becomes a
dominant overlay influence on top of your original life blueprint forming a second layer. If the two
blueprints are not in harmony with each other due to differences in energy characteristics, there will be
internal power struggles and a flip-flopping between the two blueprints (energies) for dominance.

Most of the time, you will go backwards with a name change because you came in with a better life
blueprint than what you exchanged it for. A legal name change can result in: 1) an identical birth blueprint;
2) one that is slightly different; or 3) one that is drastically different from your original blueprint causing you
great discomfort if the components from the two sets of blueprints are not compatible.
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Use of Multiple Names

If you have used multiple names and are no longer using your birth name, it is advised that you order two
Reports; your birth blueprint first, followed by a report with your current, full legal name. You will want to
do a comparative analysis between the two blueprints to see what characteristics have changed from chart-
to- chart and how the name change has affected you. When you change your name, the characteristics that are
likely to change are your Soul Heart’s Desire, Personality, Purpose, Mid-Life Goal and Soul Qualities.
Although the Soul Qualities will automatically change because they are linked to each new name, the Soul
Qualities in any chart other than the birth chart are not “valid” (because the only Soul Qualities that matter
are those assigned at birth).

Knowing the differences between the two life blueprints will tell a story about you as to where you still feel
stuck in life, due to the decisions you’ve made throughout your journey in addition to a name change. Your
current legal name is your current read; however, knowing what you were originally assigned and where
you are today is very important to your future success for complete happiness and understanding.
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Your Personal Reports

The information you receive in this Numbers R U report is personalized and unique to your name and
birthdate. This report details your multi-dimensional karmic alignment in this lifetime; your core
characteristics, behavior patterns, development areas, opportunities and lessons assigned at birth ― all of
which will be found in each designated section throughout your report. Multiple names will produce
different results.

For the Birthdate Cycles [Emotional Development], Challenges [Physical Development] and Pinnacles
[Opportunities], there will be an “age range” captured in the report for each of these areas. The number
indicated in the chart represents the most “critical” area for your personal growth during the span of years
shown. This rating system does not imply that other areas of development are not required during the same
age range, but rather, it represents the main focus of development necessary for you to become successful
and more content in this lifetime.

Upon reading this report, the experience should equate to opening your control panel, turning up the lights,
and seeing yourself for the first time in such a way as to understand how all of your moving parts are
connected. How they influence each other, either work well together or not and which ones are aggressive,
nonaggressive, passive or impulsive and the dynamics of how each operates from a compatibility
standpoint. By now, you should have a thorough understanding of how you are “wired” from the “inside-out”
and which areas will require additional work in order to advance to the next stages in life. When you
intellectually understand the big picture of who you are, then you are more likely to make better choices in
life. With this new perspective and understanding of self, all that is required is effort on your part in moving
forward in a positive new direction. Knowing this hidden secret is your birthright and an investment in
yourself and your future happiness.

Self-understanding increases self-esteem, confidence, and empowers those wanting to take enlightened
control of their life. The knowledge gleaned from your analysis will enable you to see the bigger picture of
who you are so you can better understand your behavior patterns. This insight and clarity are invaluable to
your decision-making process to bring about new changes that will lead you to a greater lifestyle with
successful results. Consider this a new and exciting way to help you understand yourself, relationships, your
life, and what matters most to you. It all starts first with knowing who you are and how you are wired from
the “inside-out” and ideally, learning to find inner contentment as you go through life’s experiences and your
ups and downs.
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Information Contained in Your Life Blueprint

Numbers R U provides laser-like insight into your life blueprint that includes seven areas that make up your
complete blueprint: 1) Core Characteristics [Destiny/Intellect, Soul Heart’s Desire, Personality, and
Purpose], 2) Mid-Life Goal, 3) Personal Year, 4) Birthdate Cycles [Emotional Development], 5)
Challenges [Physical Development], 6) Pinnacles [Opportunities], and 7) Soul Qualities [Life Lessons] to
be learned in this lifetime. Each component is intertwined with the other like a tightly-fitted puzzle piece
with some areas being aggressive while others are not. Understanding of all of these areas is critical to
seeing the big picture of who you are.

As you read through your life blueprint you may not be in total agreement with some of the content we have
provided that pertains to you. Should this happen, there are several reasons why this may be the case. First
of all, if your name(s) were misspelled or your birthdate was written incorrectly, then your blueprint would
not be correct. Many times, the name that was spelled on your birth certificate and the birth name you are
using may be two different spellings; hence, giving two different readings. Most importantly, if you have
provided the correct information and you still cannot identify with the details provided, it is typically the
result of you being out of touch with yourself, or in denial. It’s surprising, how many people are in turmoil
and don’t realize just how much off track they have become.

The information revealed in your “birth” life blueprint is your full potential assigned to you at birth. If you
do not relate to some of the information in your blueprint, it is the result of not living up to your full potential
based on your choices or obstacles that you have not yet overcome or are still working through. Those
development areas can trap you for life if you don’t resolve them as quickly as possible on a personal
and/or professional level.
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Your Summary Table (At-A-Glance)

The Detailed Blueprint Summary on the following page is an "At-A-Glance" look at your assigned
numerical traits for each component that makes up your life blueprint based on the name and birthdate you
provided. These numerical traits represent specific characteristics that will be explained in detail following
this Summary.

The calculations listed for each component are the result of reverse engineering, turning letters of your name
into assigned numbers, and applying ancient mathematical formulas that determine your multi-dimensional
karmic alignment in this lifetime. Numbers are therefore a vital tool for deciphering the code that lies hidden
within your name and birthdate assigned to you at birth.
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Destiny/Intellect  8
Soul Heart's Desire  11/2
Personality  13/4
Purpose  6
Mid-Life Goal  14/5
Personal Year (Birthday-to-Birthday)  11/2
1st Birthdate Cycle (Age 1 - 28)  1
2nd Birthdate Cycle (Age 28 - 55)  5
3rd Birthdate Cycle (Age 55+)  2
1st Minor Challenge (Age 1 - 28)  4
2nd Minor Challenge (Age 28 - 55)  3
3rd Minor Challenge (Age 55+)  1
Main Challenge (Birth-to-Death)  1
1st Pinnacle (Age 1 - 28)  6
2nd Pinnacle (Age 28 - 37)  7
3rd Pinnacle (Age 37 - 46)  13/4
4th Pinnacle (Age 46+)  3
Soul Quality #1 = Leader/Pioneer  2-
Soul Quality #2 = Diplomat/Peacemaker  0-
Soul Quality #3 = Entertainer/Creative  1-
Soul Quality #4 = Builder of Structure  1
Soul Quality #5 = Progressive Thinker  4+
Soul Quality #6 = Domestic/Caregiver  1
Soul Quality #7 = Educator/Intellectual  1
Soul Quality #8 = Ambition/Success  0-
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Following is your personalized written explanation of what your life blueprint reveals, based on providing
either a birth name or current legal name which is unique only to you. Each area or component will be
explained first, followed by a personal description for that particular component, starting with the most
important area first, your Core Characteristics..
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The “Core” Characteristics as shown in the graphic defines an individual in four areas: 1) Destiny/Intellect
[how you make decisions], 2) Soul Heart’s Desire [how you feel], 3) Personality [how you are perceived],
and Purpose [what you aspire to be]. These areas set the stage for who you are but it goes so much deeper
than outside appearances or personalities. Each of these characteristics calculates to being either
aggressive, nonaggressive, passive or impulsive, making the individual yet more complex with these
different vibrational traits.

Each individual falls into one of the following three categories: aggressive, nonaggressive, passive or
impulsive – or a mix of all of these traits based on how they are “wired.” The first category is the
aggressive individual or leader who must always be in the driver’s seat and never a passenger – due to their
controlling nature. The next category is the nonaggressive individual who does not have any aggressive
behavior patterns in their core characteristics. This individual is more of a caregiver and nurturing type than
someone wanting to be in charge and prefers to be the passenger rather than the driver. The third category is
the passive individual who is always a passenger and never a driver remaining submissive and compliant.
The last category is the individual who is spontaneous making this trait potentially in conflict with the other
categories.

It’s important to understand how each of your characteristics operate by knowing which ones are aggressive,
nonaggressive or impulsive because they will drive your behavior. With this knowledge, you will be more
aware of your actions to stay focused rather than to be scattered without knowing why.
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DESTINY/INTELLECT

Your Destiny/Intellect is the mental aspect and the controlling factor in deciding what you choose to receive
from experiences in this lifetime. It is what you are born to do, and the part you are to play on the stage of
life, now and in the future. It is the way your intellect “looks” at the how, what, when, where and why of
your experiences. Your Destiny defines the nature of the potential experiences unfolding in your personal
reality. The Destiny number is what the birthdate reveals; therefore, making this a permanent trait that is
with you for life.

Your Destiny/Intellect #8 = Financially Ambitious, Driven

You were meant to be financially driven and ambitious. You have the executive ability to organize and to
supervise the affairs of others. You generally seek a high-level position in the business sector, commercial,
or in the financial world and for sound judgment – the qualities that bring position, authority, money, and the
recognition in the world. This vibrational trait is energetic, dynamic, confident, and efficient because this is
a materialistic number. It is important to strive for a balance between the material and the spiritual world in
order to gain the wisdom necessary for success. In your quest for power and wealth, you can best serve all
by ensuring that you do the right thing so everyone will enjoy freedom of action. Beware of greed,
materialism, and loosing site of improving the plight for mankind by your personal accomplishments and
riches. A lasting reward will come through your own efforts, strength of character, mastery over self, and
helping to improve the plight of mankind. Choosing a partner with equal ambition insures a better chance for
a successful partnership.
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SOUL DESIRE

This is the emotional aspect of you and is the innermost desire of the heart calling out for you to seek to
express yourself in this world. You should heed the call of this inner voice and act upon it. Your Soul
Desire is a reflection of the emotions, the way you feel about things, people, places and situations including
how you view yourself and your life. Your emotions react to your environment in which you find yourself,
based on the models you have established or set up for you on that inner level. It is the inner you that
interprets and expresses your emotional responses to people and the environment around you.

Your Soul Desire #11/2 = (Master Number) = Super Diplomat, Super Visionary

This Soul Desire is a Master number and represents a much higher energy and imaginary level. You are
inventive and creative with an electrical type of mind. Your psychic ability is inborn but may need to be
developed, leading you to become a “seer” or a “counselor.” You have a desire to be in a leadership role,
that is an aggressive trait; however, your sensitivity and emotions are passive and functions as a partner
rather than to lead causing conflicts within the aggressive and passive traits. Your desire is actually to be
out in the limelight to motivate and inspire others; yet you are very sensitive and that side of the trait does
not like the limelight. There lies the conflict within this Soul Desire between the aggressive and passive
characteristics that tend to be in conflict.
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PERSONALITY

Your Personality forms the first real impression you make on others and is the physical aspect of you. It
forms the outer self and is the total composite of expressions of the etheric, the emotional, the intellectual,
and the physical aspects that you will radiate to others. When you walk into a room, you will give off “first
impressions” and give off “vibrations” which people will pick up and interpret. People tune in first to the
“physical” appearance that comes “before” you make the “first” impression. It is human nature initially not
to judge a person from your personality but by your physical appearance, which can lead to
misunderstandings and even business failure. Keep in mind that a man or woman’s personality is not the true
self, nor does it represent the inner nature. Instead, it is the outer self, the presentation card that matters
when meeting others in social or business settings.

Your Personality #13/4 = Leadership, Creative Imagination, Builder

This Personality is a combination of three vibrational traits that can be disruptive (aggressive, impulsive
and restrictive) that must work together as team players to be effective. The aggressive trait represents an
ambitious and independent leader while the impulsive and creative power of this trait wants to play and
adhere to restrictions; therefore, these two traits are in conflict. All this power is somewhat controlled by
the limitations of the rigid and restrictive trait that thrives on stability, detail, hard work, and discipline. The
combination of these three characteristics can be at odds with each other so knowing how this Personality
works, you will be able to better adjust.
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PURPOSE

Your Purpose reveals what your mission in life is or will be. It will tell you specifically what you must do
and be, not what you are or what you may desire to be. It specifies all the experiences that you will need as
an individual to get the most out of your own life. Also known as the intuitive aspect, the purpose reveals
itself to you in the form of hunches that are different and are separate from your own thinking processes. It is
what you will sense as truth from within (that is, knowing without needing knowledge or facts), a view of
your life experiences that knows what you should be to gain the most from living. These patterns define the
way your intuition guides you in seeing the how, what, when, where and why of your experiences. This is
the intuitive aspect of you, the higher, silent self, which is a part of you, your inner connection with the
forces of the universe. The intuitive aspect is the part of you that knows about those things before you
become aware of them. It is the link between your physical, emotional, and intellectual experiences, the
super conscious mind.

Your Purpose #6 = Cosmic Parent, Service to Others

This Purpose is to give comfort and service to others whether it is done in the home or out in the community.
You are called the cosmic parent and your success will depend on how much you can do for others. The
rewards will come through your service, love, and devotion. The best things in life will be present when the
thoughts are for the good of others in a broad and impersonal manner. You are inspirational to the people
you serve as this trait is gentle and passive.
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MID-LIFE GOAL

The Mid-Life Goal is the last half of your life that will manifest itself as a subtle influence that comes to the
surface from about age 50 on. Its function is to give both hope and opportunity for continued purpose during
your latter days and it is called the ultimate goal by some for this could result in retirement, taking on a new
career or whatever hobbies that might have been put off in your earlier years.

Your Mid-Life Goal #14/5

This Mid-Life Goal promises great activity in the latter part of your life all based on your choices. You will
probably want to experience changes, variety, communication, and travel for the remainder of your life.
Based on what you see for the next chapter in your life will determine what direction you will pursue.
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PERSONAL YEAR

There are nine Personal Years or personal year assignments as they are called. The nine-year cycle begins
when you are born on any Personal Year number and from there, the first cycle ends with Personal Year #9.
The new cycle begins with Personal Year #1 and completes with Personal Year #9. Each birthdate the
Personal Year number goes up in numerical order, from birthdate-to-birthdate throughout your life. The
purpose of this Personal Year is to forewarn you of what your assignment is for that birthdate that lasts until
your next birthdate. This information serves as a check and balance to see if you are “on” or “off” track for
that year. These Personal Year assignments are one of the most important tools in understanding and
preparing you for the nature of events you are to experience during your birthdate year. The Personal Years
clearly define what can be expected, what to avoid, and the nature of your personal affairs to be
experienced. Each Personal Year number, 1 – 9, represents a specific assignment that rotates beginning with
Personal Year #1 and ending with Personal year #9, and then continues to repeat the cycle #1 – #9.

Determining Your Personal Year Number

Based on the date your report is generated, your Personal Year is calculated from birthday-to-birthday. For
example, if the report was generated on April 29, 2013 and your birthday was January 3rd, then the Personal
Year number shown in the report would show your current Personal Year that you are in. If your birthday
happened to be August 6th, and the report was generated on April 29, 2013, then the report would show
your upcoming Personal Year and not your current Personal Year that you are in. If this is the case for
birthdays in the Last Half of the year [July –- December], then your Personal Year you are still in would be
from August 2012 to your upcoming birthdate in August 2013. Each year your Personal Year number will
change in numerical order and will bring with it a different energy that you are to receive for that year. The
Personal Year number will indicate what you are likely to experience on a physical level for that year and
based upon your free will and choices that you make.

Generally, one to two months prior to your upcoming birthday you will feel a shift in energy transitioning
from last year’s Personal Vibrational patterns to the upcoming year's. Knowing this information is a great
road map to provide you with even more guidance through your life on a yearly basis and is one of those
components that is permanent and not affected by a name change.
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Date Chart Generated:
December 11, 2021

BD: 1/5/1955
Your Personal Year Number = 11/2

Your Personal Year #11/2

This Personal Year is a Master number with spiritual growth and inspiration being the keynotes of this
highly charged vibration. It is a time of increased emotional and nervous energy, so there is a need to listen
to your own intuition for guidance. Your increased psychic and creative abilities will reach an all-time high
and be an inspiration to others. This could be an emotional time involving a disruption in either personal or
business relations, such as an ending of a relationship. Because this is a Master number the intensity of this
year is greatly enhanced or elevated due to this electrical energy vibration.
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BIRTHDATE CYCLES = EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

The second area that plays a major role in your personal growth are your Birthdate Cycles, which represent
your Emotional Development. You will have three of these cycles in your lifetime, and each is associated
with an age range. Your Birthdate Cycles are important because they represent how you predominantly feel
inside and the nature of your life experiences during each of these cycles.

The vibration of each Birthdate Cycle will last for the duration of that particular age range that you are in.
The number representing your cycles will indicate what areas you will need to work on to overcome what
may be challenging you or holding you back in life. When you overcome and develop these areas through
personal development, you will more likely be ready for your “open” door opportunities (which follow);
however, if you don’t overcome the difficulties, you came in to experience in this lifetime, you may not be
ready to take full advantage of your Pinnacles or opportunities. Birthdate Cycles are permanent components
that a name change will not affect.

Your 1st Birthdate Cycle = 1
Age Range [1 - 28]

Your 2nd Birthdate Cycle = 5
Age Range [28 - 55]

Your 3rd & Last Birthdate Cycle = 2
Age Range [55+]

(Emotional Development-Areas of Main Focus)

Your 1st Birthdate Cycle #1

This Birthdate Cycle requires that you develop your individuality to the utmost. It is important to be
independent and rely on your own resources for a lot is expected of you, especially if it’s your first cycle.
Likewise, it is important to develop your creative talent and your original and inventive ideas.
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Your 2nd Birthdate Cycle #5

This Birthdate Cycle is the desire for freedom, expansion, and change prevail now. You are best suited
working in the public arena. This is the time for freedom without neglecting your responsibilities. The
proper use of your freedom can add to your success. An increased interest in sex or other indulgences can
lead to impulsive behavior. Travel, change, and having variety in life make this an exciting time. Try to
improve your charm and appearance and keep on the move.

Your 3rd & Last Birthdate Cycle #2

This Birthdate Cycle is the period to be receptive and cooperative with others and is a partnership number
that requires you to become more tolerant and patient. It is important for you to avoid the tendency to be very
emotional and sensitive. If the passive #2 trait appears as a first cycle, the young person may require
counseling.
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CHALLENGES = PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
The third area that plays a major role in your personal growth is your four Challenge areas that represent
your Physical Development that must be developed in this lifetime or you will have to repeat them in
another reincarnation. The challenges are calculated from the birthdate, so they are permanent. Until you
develop these areas, they are considered to be “closed” doors but reveal talents and abilities that you need
to accept, strengthen and develop in order to “open” your doors of opportunity.

There are three “Minor” Challenges [1st, 2nd and 3rd] that have an Age Range associated with each and one
“Main” Challenge. The number indicated for each Age Range will provide you with a road map to guide
you on developing yourself in that area to overcome the obstacles on your path.

The first two Minor Challenges span the first half of your life while the third Minor Challenge is your third
and last Challenge. The 4th Challenge or “Main” Challenge is felt throughout your entire life (from birth-to-
death), so this is the biggest development area of the four to overcome. If the “third” and last Challenge is
different from your “Main” Challenge, then it is meant to give you more of a foundation during the latter part
of your life. These areas show your strengths and weaknesses that you must develop in order to become a
more integrated and harmonious person.

If you don’t overcome the emotional and physical development areas [Birthdate Cycles and Challenges], it
will be much harder for you to become successful because those two areas in particular will hold you back
from achieving your goals. Resolving your Challenges allows you to achieve the highest level of
experiencing available to you for your personal growth in this lifetime. The sooner you make an effort to
resolve your Challenges, the quicker they can become opportunities. Challenges are permanent components
that a name change will not affect.

Your 1st Minor Challenge = 4
Age Range [1 - 28]

Your 2nd Minor Challenge = 3
Age Range [28 - 55]

Your 3rd & Minor Challenge = 1
Age Range [55+]

Your Main Challenge = 1
Age Range [Birth-to-Death]

(Physical Development-Areas of Main Focus)
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Your 1st Minor Challenge #4

This Challenge requires that you establish system and order in your life now. It is important not to allow
family members to control you and to let life unfold naturally. You are meant to give form to your own ideas
for the benefit of others. Be careful not to be opinionated and stubborn as it can hold you back from success
and moving forward in your life. Just let things flow naturally.

Your 2nd Minor Challenge #3

This Challenge shows that you have artistic ability for writing, acting, or speaking that you will need to
develop before you can become very successful. This challenge also requires that you develop yourself
socially and verbally. Get involved in public affairs but avoid scattering your energies, efforts, and talents.

Your 3rd Minor Challenge #1

This Challenge requires that you now develop self-reliance, willpower, and the desire to succeed. All
feelings of revenge, belligerence, and resentment which may have resulted from being held back early in
your life must now be overcome. Any acts of aggressiveness may bring you some experiences of humility.

Your Main Challenge #1

This Challenge requires that you now develop self-reliance, willpower, and the desire to succeed. All
feelings of revenge, belligerence, and resentment which may have resulted from being held back early in
your life must now be overcome. Any acts of aggressiveness may bring you some experiences of humility.
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PINNACLES = OPEN-DOOR OPPORTUNITIES

The fourth area found in your blueprint are your Pinnacles or Open-Door Opportunities that are available to
you, provided you acknowledge and accept them when they occur in this lifetime. These opportunities are
based on your full potential, taking into consideration that you have worked out your difficulties from
childhood into adulthood. The “open” doors are available to you, provided you acknowledge and accept
these opportunities when presented. These specific opportunities come in four phases within your lifespan
when certain doors will open to an expanded life moving you toward fulfilling your Purpose or what you
aspire to be. They will have an enormous impact on your life experiences; however, you have to be ready in
order not to miss the timing. Obstacles not overcome in the Birthdate Cycle and Challenge areas will
prevent you from taking advantage of your full potential.

The Pinnacles, then, define the timing and nature of the four major changes in your life. These periods of
time are different for each individual, since they are derived from your birthdate and year. The Pinnacles are
like road maps that clearly show the path you are traveling on now or will be traveling on in your quest to
find the ultimate soul fulfillment and the apex of your life. Pinnacles are like the four seasons in life:
summer, spring, autumn and winter.
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Your 1st Pinnacle = 6
Age Range [1 - 28]

Your 2nd Pinnacle = 7
Age Range [28 - 37]

Your 3rd Pinnacle = 13/4
Age Range [37 - 46]

Your 4th Pinnacle = 3
Age Range [46+]

(Open-Door Opportunies-Areas of Main Focus)

Your 1st Pinnacle #6

This Pinnacle emphasizes duty and responsibility to the family and to the community. This can be a very
productive, happy period of time, and one when you make money. A partnership or family responsibilities
may occur in the first Pinnacle as this is a domestic Pinnacle that involves family, friends, and community.

Your 2nd Pinnacle #7

This Pinnacle should be centered on spiritual growth, the search for more knowledge, and to understand all
the deeper forces of the universe. This is not the best time for marriage unless the lessons of life have been
learned. If the trait appears as a first Pinnacle, the young person will need good nutrition, education, and lots
of understanding from the parents, probably even counseling as this is a misunderstood trait.
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Your 4th Pinnacle #3

This Pinnacle gives you the grand opportunity to express your creative ability now more than ever before. A
new energy force is operating in your life to bring you happiness and success. Be careful not to spin out of
control as this Pinnacle is very impulsive.
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SOUL QUALITIES = LIFE LESSONS

And lastly, there are eight Soul Qualities or Life Lessons as they are called and each is assigned a numerical
value based on a formula used to calculate the Soul Qualities. These numbers indicate if the particular Soul
Quality has already been developed and to what degree or if it is an area that must be developed in order to
achieve your highest potential in this lifetime. Soul Qualities, #1, #3 and #5 will have a normal value of “3”
while Soul Qualities #2, #4, #6, #7 and #8 will have a normal value of “1.” If your chart shows a zero “0,”
that represents a Karmic Lesson and those are harder to overcome and require a great deal of more work on
your part to resolve those areas that need more improvement. When Life Lessons are developed, they
enhance your personal growth. If you choose not to develop areas identified as challenges, those lessons left
unresolved will affect your ability to live up to your potential assigned to you at birth and make your journey
much more difficult.

A “0-” value on any Soul Quality means the person has a Karmic lesson to learn. A Soul Quality assigned a
number value with a “plus” means that the person has been developing this quality and exceeds the normal
value indicated. A Soul Quality assigned a number value followed by a “minus” means the person has not
yet reached the particular level of understanding for that Soul Quality and has more work to do in that area
in order to achieve balance and full potential.
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Your Soul Qualities are calculated from your full birth name as written on your birth certificate and are the
only SQs that are relevant to you in this lifetime, regardless of how many times you change your name. Each
time you change your name, the Soul Qualities will change because they are generated from that name, but
again, the only valid SQs are those generated from your birth name because those lessons were assigned to
you at birth. Just disregard the SQs as shown in any report other than the birth report.
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Soul Quality Descriptions and Standard Values

The following table provides a list of eight Soul Quality numbers, description and standard normal rating
values. Following this table are your eight individual Soul Quality numbers detailing the areas you will
need to work on or already excel in.

SQ #1 Leader/Pioneer/Originality #2-

SQ #2 Diplomat/Peacemaker/Sensitive #0-

SQ #3 Entertainer/Creative Imagination #1-

SQ #4 Builder of Structure/Foundation #1

SQ #5 Freedom Lover/Progressive Thinker #4+

SQ #6 Domestic/Caregiver/Counselor #1

SQ #7 Educator/Intellectual/Analytical #1

SQ #8 Ambition/Success/Balance #0-
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Listed below are your eight Soul Qualities [Life Lessons] calculated based upon your birthname assigned at
birth:

Your SQ #1 Number = 2- 
[Leader/Pioneer/Originality]

Standard Rating Number = 3

This Soul Quality represents a leader and pioneer who assumes the leadership role.

“3” is the standard rating number that indicates you came into this lifetime with average
leadership skills and will need to learn more skills in order to take a leadership role if you want to
be in charge.

Below 3

If the number is below “3,” the number will indicate a “–” [minus sign such as 1- or 2-]. That
means you need to develop leadership skills in this area because you are below the standard
rating number.
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Your SQ #2 Number = 0- 
[Diplomat/Peacemaker/Sensitive]

Standard Rating Number = 1

This Soul Quality represents a diplomat, peacemaker and sensitivity. “1” is the standard rating
number.

If your number registers “1” or normal, and you have 2’s, 3’s, 6’s, 11/2’s or 7’s in your core
characteristics or development areas, you would be more sensitive than indicated due to your
issues stemming from childhood and having low self-esteem that still not resolved.

“0-” [Zero]

“0-” represents a Karmic Lesson and requires you to develop yourself so you do not avoid
confrontation or any drama and can speak your truth. You may also be insensitive to other
feelings.

The “0-” SQ is very, very sensitive and you probably “bruise” easily. If you don’t develop this SQ
fully, along with SQ#3 [self-expression], then you will experience it again in another lifetime.

SQ #2 and SQ #3 must be developed together for true success in this life regardless of how you
are wired in your blueprint.
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Your SQ #3 Number = 1- 
[Entertainer/Creative Imagination]

Standard Rating Number = 3

This Soul Quality represents an individual who is very creative and talented in addition to having
an active imagination and is an out-of-the box thinker.

“3” is the standard rating number that indicates you came into this lifetime with average
creative/artistic skills or the bare minimum.

Below 3

If the number is below “3,” indicated by a “–” [minus sign, 1- or 2-], that would indicate the need
for you to develop your creativity in all areas and to express yourself.
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Your SQ #4 Number = 1 
[Builder of Structure/Foundation]

Standard Rating Number = 1

This Soul Quality represents the builder of structure and foundation.

“1” is the standard rating number that indicates you know how to put your affairs in order. You
are structured a perfectionist which may cause you to be rigid, probably too conservative and
prefer being safe to impulsive or risky.
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Your SQ #5 Number = 4+ 
[Freedom Lover/Progressive Thinker]

Standard Rating Number = 3

This Soul Quality represents a freedom lover, change, action, travel, and a progressive thinker.

“3” is the standard rating number and indicates you are a freedom lover, progressive thinker,
curious, adventurous but need grounding and structure so you don't spin out of control engaging
in overindulgences to escape reality.

Exceeds 3

Any number that exceeds “3” indicates you require your freedom and action and don’t like to be
boxed in or trapped. When the number indicates a “+” [plus sign] such as 4+, it would mean that
you have a higher-than-normal desire for freedom as you cannot be bored and probably like to
travel or are in sales.

You need grounding with this type of impulsive behavior so you don’t spin out of control to
escape reality for the SQ #5 is impulsive and can easily engage in overindulgences if trapped.
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Your SQ #6 Number = 1 
[Domestic/Caregiver/Counselor]

Standard Rating Number = 1

This Soul Quality represents the caregiver who is domestic and is nurturing in addition to being a
counselor, advisor or healer.

“1” is the standard rating that indicates you are nurturing and will be a caregiver in this lifetime to
family, friends, others or animals.
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Your SQ #7 Number = 1 
[Educator/Intellectual/Analytical]

Standard Rating Number = 1

This Soul Quality represents an educator with a very intellectual mind.

“1” is the standard rating number that indicates you are intelligent and require creativity and
activity such as fitness or sports to balance your heavy mind.
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Your SQ #8 Number = 0- 
[Ambition/Success/Balance]

Standard Rating Number = 1

This Soul Quality represents ambition, success and wealth.

“1” is the standard rating that indicates you are ambitious, driven and should be able to make
money in this lifetime, provided you’ve worked through issues stemming from lack from
childhood, and any circumstance that would not allow you to be able to take charge of your life
or finances.

“0-” [Zero]

“0-” represents a Karmic Lesson and indicates that you came into this lifetime to learn many
tough lessons about making and managing your money. You are probably still struggling to make
money and had to restructure your life as well as lose your assets in the process.

As a Karmic Lesson, this is the third hardest lesson to experience and it can become a real trial
by fire as you have to be in position of lack before you can appreciate the value of money. When
you’ve learned your lessons, you will respect and manage your money in such a way that you
will spend wisely with a different attitude. In addition, you will have more compassion for others
who have gone through or are going through what you’ve experienced.
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SUMMARY

You can't be fully happy without understanding and accepting who you truly are. If you cannot find happiness
inside yourself first, you’ll never find it in the outside world or in relationships, because no matter where
you go, there you are. Learning to find inner contentment in any situation is the essence of happiness.

Overcome the behavior patterns that keep you stuck and manifest the life you desire by understanding your
multi-dimensional karmic alignment in this lifetime. Once you understand how you are wired from the
“inside- out,” you are more likely to make positive life decisions and set goals that can change your life and
allow you to implement the techniques of effortless manifestation. This is the starting point; understanding
your life blueprint or owner’s manual assigned to you at birth is the critical first step. If you have changed
your name from that assigned at birth, it is advisable to understand what the differences are as a result of
your name change and if the effect on you was negative or positive. This will complete the picture of what
you were assigned at birth and it should clear up those unsolved questions that have been plaguing you and
causing internal power struggles.

Many people have been lured into the false promise of manifesting wealth, health, and whatever they desire
by practicing of The Law of Attraction, bypassing the critical step of understanding “self” first. With all of
the books and audios on the market today on this very subject, why does this practice rarely manifest their
desires but instead, produce more disappointing results?
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The answer is because the manifestation principle is so misunderstood. Most manifestation programs and
techniques such as affirmations preach a simple formula: “Ask, Believe, and Receive.” If it were that
simple, why wouldn’t everyone have what they desire? You can be given the keys to the kingdom but if you
don’t know how to navigate your way around, the keys are useless.

Visualizing what you want and having gratitude for what you have and don't have are good starting points to
focus on positive things so you can take control of your thoughts. Your words are like boomerangs; what you
put out will naturally return back. One negative thought will send you backwards to square one. The working
principle that must be consistent then is knowing that positive energy works more effectively than negative
energy in each and every situation and is tied back to self-worthiness. Life is essentially a learning
experience. Every situation, challenge, and relationship contain some message worth learning but before you
can move forward, you must fully understand and embrace “yourself,” the starting point.

The secret to your success in life then really boils down to FIRST knowing who you are and how you are
wired from the inside-out. Your Chaldean Numerology Comprehensive Report will provide you with your
life blueprint or spiritual master plan which is a character analysis to serve as a road map to help you
navigate your way on this journey.

We are all born with life lessons termed “Soul Qualities.” If these lessons are not developed along with the
two development areas, then it will make it much harder for you to manifest all that you desire.

To succeed in finding your way there must be a connection between your emotional and spiritual dimensions
that turn your desires from potential to actualization. It is the intellect that tends to over analyze and block
that passage, so it is essential for you to thoroughly understand “yourself” in order to be successful. This
Report explains how to understand your God Code and manifest from a place of power to “unlock your full
potential!”

Your name and birthdate hold the “key” to who you are and how you are “wired” from the 'inside-out'. Get
ready to transform your life from where you are to manifest what you desire by discovering your life
blueprint first. It’s your birth right to know the secrets that lay hidden within your name and birthdate
assigned to you at birth.
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"What is Necessary to Change a Person
is To Change His or Her Awareness of Themself" 

Abraham H. Maslow

 

The material content and accuracy of our calculations are based on
well over 75 years of combined experience between myself and two
other Chaldean Master Numerologists. We have teamed up to share
our work with the world and wrote what has become known as the
industry standard encyclopedia on Chaldean Numerology, a sacred
book of numbers, "Numbers-The Powerful Bridge Beyond."

 

 
 

Joanne Justis
Renowned Expert Chaldean Numerologist
Numbers R U
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